
The Sickness at Fire Lake

Cast & Crew:
● Matt M., Marty, Ryan, Alena, Emily L
● Perry, Julianne, Bill, Kate, Emma

Main Characters:
● Spider Brarren the Imp - a woodland spirit who is silly, tough

and loves scary movies. Spider likes to play tricks and make
people laugh.

● Sponge Shrimp the Kelpie - a water horse who is sneaky.
Kelpies can be mean, but Sponge’s secret is that they are
actually nice.

● Imp (needs a name) - a friend of Spider who tags along on the
journey.

● Purple Bird (needs a name) - a large bird who lives at the top
of the tallest tree. He loves to tell jokes.

● Map -  the map should know how to fix the poison lake, but the
map is secretly evil! The map is unhelpful and has a scary laugh.

● Storytellers - a group gathered around the campfire in the dark
forest

Settings:
● Desert Forest - a forest where the trees have a magic sparkle to

their branches. The forest is full of woodland creatures like
squirrels and elks.

● Fire Lake - a big lake surrounded by trees. The lake is most
beautiful during the sunrise in the morning. On your way to the
lake you will see woodland spirits and wild flowers, sometimes
parts of the forest catch on fire.



Plot:
Gather around the campfire for the action-packed story of the poison
lake.

Our story begins on the beach where the forest meets the lake,
Spider the Imp and Sponge the Kelpie are splashing in the water. They
become fast friends. But quickly things begin to turn. All the imps and
all the kelpies who live by the lake start to get sick. There is something
wrong with the water.

Spider and Sponge need to find a way to fix the poisoned water. They
leave home on a tough journey. They sail across the lake to Desert
Forest and sing a sea traveling song. It turns out that another Imp
snuck onto their ship and wants to help. Once they arrive on the other
shore, they find a locked box with a magic map inside. They have to
climb to the top of the tallest tree to find the key. At the top of the tree
they meet a Purple Bird. He will give them the key but first they have to
listen to his jokes.

At the climax of our story, Spider, Shrimp and Imp take the key and
can finally open the box. But they discover that the map is evil! It
doesn’t have the answers they are looking for. They are so sad.

At the end, they decide they have to keep going to save the sick
Imps and Kelpies and find a solution for the poisoned water. They
realize they have to split up so they can search for answers in different
places. Spider and Shrimp never see each other again.

Theme:

“Just keep going…”

Genre & Styles:
● Adventure
● Fantasy
● Scary


